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ERASMUS+ Advance Planning Visit

Promoting 
Inclusive 
Society



Contest

Our project intends to put together participants from 6

countries which will work together in order to understand

better the prejudices and stereotypes in their communities

and learn to overcome them. By having as participants

youngsters with a different background a safe learning

environment will be created and a unique opportunity for

everyone to share ideas and learn from others experience in

order to see which is the best way to fight exclusion.



Partners

BULGARIA
Sdruzhenie Mozaika

SLOVAKIA

YOUTHFULLY YOURS SK

ITALY
FREEMINDS IN ACTION

ROMANIA

ASOCIATIA GEYC

GERMANY
Intercultural Youth Dialogue
Association IYDA e.V.

SPAIN
ABARKA ONG



The Youth Exchange will take place in
Agrigento, Italy. The facilities are

suitable to host our project in good
conditions. The activity

room is new and well equipped and
all meals  will be adaptable to the

participants’ dietary needs. 
 

The Youth Exchange venue it's hotel
tre torri

( https://www.hoteltretorri.eu ) 
 

address :
viale cannatello n. 7 Villaggio Mosè

(Agrigento)

Venue
Hotel Tre Torri - Agrigento



There are many possibilities
how to come to Agrigento

(Sicily).
The most common places

where to land are :
Catania and Palermo.

How to get to the venue



CATANIA
From CATANIA airport you can easily take direct

bus to AGRIGENTO

(departs every 40/60 minutes), 

details described here:

www.saistrasporti.it

The journey takes from 2h30 to 3h.

PALERMO
From PALERMO airport are different options:

1. direct bus to AGRIGENTO but only 4 buses

depart per day, at:

10:00-12:30-16:30-20:30

more info here:

https://www.autolineesal.it/PuntaRi.html

2. from airport you can take train or bus until

central train station of

Palermo and then train or bus to AGRIGENTO.

(departs every 60

minutes). 

details described here

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en

http://www.cuffaro.info



From Agrigento to hotel

(number 2)    http://www.trasportiurbaniagrigento.it/linea-2.php

(number 2/)   http://www.trasportiurbaniagrigento.it/linea-2-.php

Bus coming from airport stop in Agrigento (Piazzale Rosselli) and in the

same place you can take other bus ( number 2 or number 2/ ) that

goes directly to venue ( Villaggio Mosè ) For any help, you are free to

ask driver to show you our hotel.

The bus ticket costs 1,20 Euro. You can buy it from a ticket office on

the bus station (piazzale Rosselli). Here you can find the bus schedule:

For those who arrive late in Agrigento bus station (after 21:00)
and can't catch the bus to hotel (only if they had late fly), they should let
us know an approximate arrival time and we will provide the pickup



e-mail Whats app

Contact

freeminds.europe@g

mail.com +39 3298112588

https://www.facebook.com/groups/493977617921860/

